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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTIOlJ 
One must keep in mind an "ideal normal" occlu.ion whan 
planning t~eat.ent tor an orthodontio ca.e. Perteot oorreo-
tion however, in the sen.e of an ideal normal is otten 
impossible and otten impraoticable. In view ot tnis, one 
accept. certain variation from the ideal normal or, 10 other 
wordl, aims for an "aoceptable normal." To what extent the.e 
deviations may be accepted depend. upon the exi.tenoe of the.e 
deviations among.t aoceptable normal dentitions 10 nature. 
Oertain limitations due to genetic, environmental and mechan-
leal faotors may oompel one to oonoede aooeptanoe of slight 
variation. trom tba abstract ideal normal. 
Dr. Angle.' definition of normal ocolusion 1. as tollow.z 
"Ocolusion is tbe normal relation. ot the ooolusal inclined 
planes ot the teeth when the jaws are olosed." Dr. Angle also 
sald, "The normal denture in its completeness inolude. not 
only the Jaws, alveolar prooess, dental arches, and espeoially 
the roots and the perIdental .embrane, but also the musol.s 
ot the lips, cheek., tongue and mouth, the nasal passage., 
palate and throat, as the.e assist the teeth 10 performing 
1 
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thelr funotions and are also powertul faotors in establishing 
and maintalning either harmony or lnharmony ot development 
and arrangement ot tne teeth, and thls just in proportion as 
they are singly, oollectively, normal or abnormal in their 
own development and function.-
Dr. Strang derined normal ocolusion aSI -Bormal ocolusion 
ls that structural oomposite conslsting runda~entalll of the 
teeth and jaws characterlzed by a normal relationship of the 
so-called occlusal inolined plan.s ot teeth that are lndivid-
ually and colleotively in architectual harmony with their 
basal bones and cranial anatomy, exhibit oorrect proximal con-
tacting and axial positioning and have associated with them 
a normal growth, development, location and correlation ot all 
environmental tissues and parte.-
In this definition we have a complete description ot the 
ideal which is one of tne basic principles upon which the 
soience of orthodontics is founded. If it were possible to 
obtain this ldeal in every case or malooolusion that is 
treated, stabillty would rollow. When permanent stability ls 
not aohieved in treated oase., it may be oonoluded that some 
or the detalls in the complete plcture are missing. 
The primary objeotives in orthodontio treatment are the 
improvement and maintenanoe of esthetics, and the improved 
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function and stability of the treated malocclusion. Everr 
orthodontist haa the responsibl1ity to hla patienta, his pro-
teaalon and himselt to study cases after retention to determine 
the stabillty ot his orthodontic results. Since time aeema 
to be the tinal judge ot all orthodontic therapy, the longer 
the patient has been tree ot retention appliances the more 
truittul and enlightening ls the study. 
It is the purpose of this investlgatlon to determine how 
ortbodontlcally treated dentltlons tive or more years out ot 
active treatment compare witn the "aoceptable normal" occlusion. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
On. of tne earliest diagnostic aids used in orthodontics 
to record permanent17 a malooolus10n or a normal arrang •• ent 
of teetn wa. tne plaster cast. The value of an acourate .et 
of articulated models ot teeth was stressed b7 Angle in 1895. 
Pro. Angle's time to the present, orthodont1st. have been able 
to derive valuable 1nformation trom pla.ter ca.ta. the data 
in this rev1ew i_ derived •••• ntial17 trom pla.t.r casts. 
A. Studies ba.ed on normal dentit10ns: 
Many studie. of tooth disharmonies have been made on 
plaster casts. Var10us s1stem. ot d1agno.is have been devised 
based on measurements taken from plaster caat.. Arch pre-
determination suggested by Hawley (1905) is one of tne.8. 
The Hawley Index is based on the Bonwill principle of the 
standard arch. By placing a celluloid chart over the cast, one 
could supposedly see at a glance the deviation of the ca.t from 
the ideal ar~ de80ribed on the chart. 
Pont (1909) tormulated the theory that wide or broad teeth 
require a broad aroh and narrow teeth require a le.8 wide arch 
in order to .how nor.al dental alignment. .ea.urementa were 
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made of caats of many arenea ahowing no crowding ot teeth. The 
widtn of the maxillary four incisors waa correlated with the 
first inter-pre.olar and flrst intermolar arch breadth. Prom 
these measure.ents and correlatlons, Pont provided a table 
ot arch wldths based on tooth widths. Thus, by the use of the 
Pont Bormal Tooth Index, the approxlmate amount ot change 
required ln the arch could be determined. 
Gl1patrl0 (1919) analysed arohes which varied in tooth 
substance trom seventy-elght milllmetera to one-hundred and 
one millimeters for the upper aroh, .easuring from the buccal 
groove of one flrst molar to the buccal groove of the other 
flrst molar, and the corresponding tooth substance for tne 
lower aroh, .nich he found varled with the upper from eight 
.illimeters to twelve millimeters. Ue has trom hls analysls 
produced a S8t of charts ahowing the dimenslons of the arches 
varying between the extre.es mentioned. Be .ade twenty-seven 
celluloid charts, one milllmeter between each chart. By 
measuring the teeth on the caae to be treated, a chart with 
comparable .easure.enta could be laid over the cast, and 
deviatlona trom the' ideal arch torm could be noted • 
• ett (1949) suspected that everything else being normal, 
an orthodontic or non-orthodontic normal will settle to the 
degree ot overblte indicated by the "anterior coetticlent." 
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He felt tnat one could predetermine the amount of overbite in 
a finished case by applying what he termed tne "anterior 
coefficient." ae measured the mesiodistal diameters ot botn 
maxillary and mandibular anterlor teeth on two hundred S8tS of 
casts. He then divlded the maxillary sum by th8 mandlbular 
sum and thua arrlved at the "anterior coefficient. u Por an 
ideal overbite, he stated that the "anterior coefficlent" must 
be 1.20 to 1.27. 
Bolton (1958) made a aerie a of measurements on modela ot 
fitty-tlve casea ahowing excellent occlusions. Prom the 
measurementa he eatablished certain ratios by whiah he claimed 
he could predetermine poat-treatment reaulta. The first was 
a ratio of the aum ot the meaiodlatal wldtna ot all the teeth 
trom first molar to tirst molar in the maxillary arch, to the 
aum of the mesiodlstal widtha of the 8ame teeth In the mandlb-
ular aroh. When the twelve maxillary teeth .ere compared wlth 
the twelve mandlbular teeth In a ratio as 8um mandlbular 
twelve/sUM maxillary 12 x 100 equals over-all ratiO, a 
8tatistlcally slgnifioant mean, standard devlation, and 
coefficient ot varlatlon were found to exlst. fhey were 91.) 
plus or minU8 0.26, 1.91 and 2.09 per oent respeotively. The 
seoond was a rat10 of the maxl1lary slx anter10rs to the 
mandlbular six anterlors. The anterior rat10 involves the 
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six maxillar, anterior teetb and the six mandibular anterior 
teeth as sum mandibular s~sum maxillary 6 x 100 equals 
anterior ratio. EquallJ significant findings were obtained. 
For a mean of 11.2 plus or minus 0.22, tne standard deviation 
was 1.6$ and tne ooeffioient of variation was 2.~ per cent. 
Bolton (1962) made olinioal application of hi. tootn slze 
analysls. The main bodJ of the work 1. ooncerned wlth tne 
clinlcal appllcatlon ot the rat1os. Treatment problema ot 
varlous types were seleoted. The teohnique, tne actual .easure-
.ent., and interpretatiQn .ere demonstrated trom several dlf-
terent type. ot malooolu.ion. 
1. Hypothetioal ratios .ere developed to demonstrate 
change. 10 result as aroh length is increased or 
deoreased. 
2. The oonsideration of mesiodlstal wldth in making the 
proper premolar extraotion choloes was brought forth. 
~e excellence of occlusion in tne extraction oase 
may often be improved bJ the removal ot a mandibular 
premolar that is larger than tne maxillar, premolar. 
). The extraotion case. presented, along with their 
respectiYe tooth-size analyses, were varied to 
demonstrate the applioation ot size ratlos to as manJ 
difterent situations .a possible. 
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Iyer and Desai (1963) studied plaster casts of one hundred 
Indian male adult. with normal occlusion and pleaaing facial 
appearance. The extent of "acceptable normal" overbite, over-
jet, alignt incisor crowding, spacing, rotationa, posterior 
crosabites, canine occlusion and canine inclination waa 
evaluated as compared wi~ Ideal normal. The findlnga ahowed: 
1. In overblte, nearly two-fifths ot tne lower incisor 
was oovered by the upper incisor. There was no 
correlation between overblte and eruptlve heights ot 
the incisors or molara. 
2. Incisor crowding and inc~sor spacing was noted in 
nearly all oa •••• 
3. A low percentage ot posterior crossbites preclude. 
the. trom being normally acoeptable. 
4. Canine inolination to ooclu.al plane showed that 
vertical upper canine. and even distally tipped lower 
oanines were within reasonable limits ot acceptance. 
S. Canine ooclusion was cuap-to-cusp in one-halt the 
caaea and ideal in the otner half. 
The oonclusions drawn from the study prompted the authors to 
.uggest that althougn on. should strive tor correction accord-
ing to "id.al normal," it ia sometimes impracticableJ therefore 
an acceptable normal should be considered. 
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B. Stud1es baaed on orthodont1cally treated dent1t10ns out of 
aot1ve treatment: 
Pr10r to 1~3 manJ case reports have been g1ven wh1ch in-
cluded models taken aeveral lears after all meohan1cal support 
had been removed but a careful analys1s of the factors 1nvolved 
in tnese sucoessful end results were notabll absent. stnce 
that t1me var10us orthodonti.ts have expressed their views. 
Strang (1943) concluded that the most vulnerable segment. 
of the dentures are the mandibular inc1sor and canine areas and 
tbat n1nety per cent of recurrent malalignment appear. pri-
marily in the.e regions. 
Tweed (1944) analysing manl .uccessfullJ treated case. 
conclude. that the mandibular incisors must be positioned in 
a normal relation to their basal bone.. So pos1tioned, they 
are in meohan1cal balance and be.t resist the forces of occlu-
sion that will otherwise surely result 1n their di.placement. 
It is hi. opinion that 1t i. neoessary to remove dental unit. 
10 all those cas •• where there exists a disorepanoJ between 
tooth structure and baaal bone. 
Lito.ita (1~8) .easured the plaster oasta of twentJ 
treated malocclusions before and after treatment and subsequent 
to retention. The study revealed that 10creaaes in lower 
arch length gained during treatment tend.d to decrea •• atter 
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retention, and tnat expansion gained by treatment similarly 
ahowed a 1088 after retention. Expansion bet •• en tne first 
premolars demonstrated the least relap8e tendenci.s of any of 
the teeth in the buccal segments. In general, it was not.d 
that the ca8es which exhibited the greate.t amount of growth 
during the time covered by treatment showed the least amount ot 
di8turbanoe ot the axis and positions of the teeth and the 
smalle.t degree of relapse subsequently. 
Walter (1953) studying the casts of thirty-tour non-
extraction oa.ea, out of retention a "reasonable" length of 
time, tound that the maxillarJ and mandibular arch lengths in-
oreased, overbite inorea.ed approximately one-tourth, and 
mandibular and maxillary aroh widtha and interoanine width 
deoreased but not to the original dimensions. Bia investigation 
.eem8 to indicate that the .tatement that the dental arch can 
not be permanently widened or lengthened is incorrect. 
Goldstein (1953) analysing the casts ot thirty-tour non-
extraction casea two or more years out of retention noticed a 
oertain degree ot return toward pre-treatment oonditions. 
There was a cusp-to-ousp relation ot canines, increase in over-
bite and a slipping ot proximal oontacts. 
Pringle (1955) studied the casts ot ten patients tive or 
more years out of treatment. Eight of these were Olas. II, 
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Divis10n I, six of wh1ch were treated after tne maxillary tirst 
premolars were extraoted. ae noted a deepening of the over-
bite in all cases, crowd1ng and broken contaot points 1n tne 
mand1bular incisor regions, a decrease in the d1stances from 
mandibular first molar to can1nes and a return of intermolar 
distance. to the origlnal widths. In the Class II, Div1s10n I 
extraction ca.es tne distance between maxll1ary central lncl-
sors and flrst molar teeth was stable. 10 change in mandlbular 
lntercanlne wldths was observed. 
Dona (19$$) analysed the caata of twenty-two treated mal-
ocoluslons of which twelve were non-extraction. The lengtn ot 
time out ot retentlon was two to alx years. The findings ot 
hia study may be summarized aa follows: 
1. Intercanine and intermolar widtha revealed a strong 
tendency to return to tne original If increaaed, or 
remain tne same or not vlo1ated. 
2. Overbite haa a tendency to return to the original 
meaaurement atter retention. 
). OVerJet, atter retentlon, tenda to return slightly 
toward the orlginal, but never extreme as it was in 
the malooclusion state of the denture. 
4. Arch length haa a tendency to decreaae tollowing 
retention. 
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5. Rotations have a strong tendency to return toward the 
original, but never to the extent found in the mal-
ooclusion state ot tne denture. 
He states that the teetn are atill moving following tne reten-
tion period until they settle into a balanced atate. 
Peak (1956) examined the canine arch width and oanine 
overbite me.surements of casts of forty-three treated malooclu-
sions, tne laat of which were made 8ix or more months atter re-
moval of retention. ae found that a majority of tne oases re. 
vealed a deorease in canine overbite in both extraction and 
non-extraction groups. A comparison ot canine arcn expansion 
between the non-extraction and extraction groups indicated 
that expansion was more atable in the extraction group. There 
ia a strong tendency in both groups for the canines to return 
to their original intercanine distanoe. 
Strang (1958) reiterated what he obaerved In 1943, tnat in 
many of his treated case., aubsequent to the removal of re-
taining devlces, tne mandIbular inci80rs began to rotate and 
overlap. This was succeeded by a aimilar disruption of 
~lterior tooth alignment in the maxillary arch. 
Pfluger (1959) analysed the mandibular casts of foUl" non-
extraction and .eventeen extraction patienta. The caats .ere 
made at the initiation of retention and no le •• than six month. 
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after retention wa. di.continued. He found that tnere wa. a 
decrease in intermolar widtn and inner arch length, a tendency 
for intercanine widths to return to the original dimenaion. it 
increaaed in treatment and an increaae in overbite In aeven-
teen ca.e •• 
Rledel (1960) atated tnat teetn tend to move back toward 
their tormer pOl1tlons and mand1bular areb torm cannot be 
permanently altered b1 appllance tnerapy. ae points out that 
Dona'. the.i. (19$S) revealed that In all instance. mandibular 
canine width returned to or maintalned the original width after 
retain1ng appliance. had been removed tor several years. 
Riedel him.elt examined twelve case. tlve year. or longer out 
ot retentlon and found that all had returned to their original 
intercanine w1dth. In another instanoe he examined elgbt non-
extraction and five extraction oases out ot retent10n several 
years. He tound tbat the extraction case. maintained a greater 
canine width increa.e than the non-extractlon wh1le molar width 
increase was not maintained in the extraction but was in tne 
non-extraction. 
Steadman (1961) studying the cast. ot thirty-one patient. 
one or more year. out ot retent1on. observed that the maxillary 
and mandlbular intermolar distance. remained as treated in 
one-halt ot the oases wh1le the rest either increased or 
decreased. Intercanine width when increased to a small degree 
was stable in most cases. 
Stackler (1961) used the casts of twenty Class II, Division 
I extraction case. out of treatment a minimum of five years. 
Bis observations were that spaces remaining at extraction sites 
atter treatment tend to close because posterior teeth tip 
mesially_ Ue found no evidence of space development at the 
extraction site.. Deep overbites did occur and the mandibular 
incisors had a tendency to tip forward to a small degree. 
Martin (1962) did a caat analysis on thirty-two ca.es, 
twelve extraction and twenty non-extraction, all of which were 
at least one year out of retention. In both group. tne max-
illary and mandibular intermolar widths, the mandibular arch 
length and intercanine distances decreased. The maxillary arch 
length increased in the extraction group and decreased in the 
non-extraction group. 
SalZMann (1965) relates that from many years of clinioal 
experienoe he had oome to the conclusion that in each individ-
ual there exists a certain morphogenetic pattern. If treatment 
can be designed to restrict movements within the possibilities 
and capabilities at this pattern then a satisfactory result 
w1l1 follow, if not, then orthodontic failure is inevitable. 
Subtelny and Sakuda (1966) analysed the casts of extraction 
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and non-extraction patients having records available up to 
several years out of retention. One group of twenty-five pre-
sented crowding and collapse in the mandibular incisor region 
while another twenty-five did not. In both groups the arch 
lengths decreased with age and the intercanine widths, it 
expanded, returned to their former dimensions. In the non-
extraction cases, a difference was noted between the two groups. 
Those exhibiting collapse ot mandibular incisors had an initial 
expansion in the molar region and a subsequent return to the 
tormer width, while in the remainder, expansion had been stable. 
The intermolar distance in the extraction case8 decreased in 
both groups. 
CHAPTER III 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A. Seleotion and oharaoteristios of tne sample: 
The plaster reoords used 10 this investigation were of 
twenty male orthodontio patients, nineteen or more years of age 
and five or more years out of treatment, and f1fty adult Cau-
cas1an males having normal ooclusion. 
The sample of the orthodontloally treated patients oon-
sisted of twenty males with an average age of twenty-one years. 
The plaster reoords were seleoted from the retention files of 
flve hundred individuals. The twenty selected had oomplete 
post-treatment records. Eleven oases were extraction and nine 
were non-extraction. The pre-treatment reoords revealed eight 
Class I, eleven Olass II, Division I, and one 01as8 III mal-
ocolusion. 
The sample of tne normal occlusions was obtained from five 
hundred university students who were examined 1otraorally and 
extraorally. From this group, fifty indlv1duals were chosen 
meeting the following criteria: 
1. Presence of all teeth (third molars exoluded) 
2. No previous orthodontic treatment 
16 
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). Dormal gingival oondition and good oral hygiene 
4. Symmetrioal fa01al development presenting a pleasing 
appearance and profile 
5. Absence of temporomandibular Joint disturbance 
6. Class I molar relation (angle) on both right and 
lett sides 
7. Symmetry of maxillary and mandibular arch 
8. Anterior overbite not in exoess of five millimeters 
9. Anterior overjet not in exoe8S of five millimeters 
10. Curve of Spee not in exoess of taree millimeters on 
either side 
11. Broken contaots causing no more than five millimeters 
12. Spacing not in exceS8 of five millimeters in either 
arch 
13. Ho teeth rotated over twenty degrees 
The age of the subjects in this sample ranged from twenty 
years, eleven months, to thirty-six years, tbree months (mean 
age twenty-five years, six months). 
Each subject was given a number which was subsequently 
used to identify hIs reoords. This provided an easy method for 
labeling and identIfying the recorda and prevented a prejudiced 
appraisal of tne findings which might have resulted had the 
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subject's name had been used. 
B. Methods of obtaining new records: 
Maxillary and mandibular impressions were taken on each of 
the twenty ortbodontically treated patients. The impressions 
were poured immediately with H 1 snow-white plaster. The 
plaster models were trimmed so that the top and bottom were 
parallel and all sid~s perpendicular to the mandibular occlusal 
plane. Twenty sets ot casts were trimmed in this manner. 
Maxillary and mandibular impressions were taken on each of 
the fifty students. The impressions were poured immediately 
with # 1 snow-white plaster. The plaster models were trimmed so 
that the top and bottom were parallel and all sides perpen-
dicular to the mandibular occlusal plane. Fifty sets ot casts 
.ere trimmed in this manner. 
c. Linear and visual relationships to be used: 
The plaster records of the sample will be studied to 
facilitate an "understanding of the differences and similarities 
of normal and orthodontically treated dentitions. The follow-
ing measurements and relationships were studied: 
1. Maxillary and mandibular intermolar width -- The 
width across the aran in the molar region. 
2. Maxillary and mandibular inter-premolar width -- The 
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width across the arch at the first and second pre-
molar regions~ 
3. Maxillary and mandibular intercanine width -- The 
width across the arch at the canine area. 
4. Maxillary and mandibular arch length -- The length of 
the aroh on a stra1ght 11ne from the molar region to 
contact po1nt of the oentral incisors. 
5. Palatal depth The depth of the palatal vault from 
the occlusal plane to the deepest port1on of the 
hard palate. 
6. Cuspid overbite -- The superior-inferior relationship 
of the maxillary cuspids to the mandibular ouspids. 
7. Anterior overbite -- The superior-inferior relation-
ship of the inoisal edges of the maxillary incisors 
to the mandibular incisors. 
S. Anterior overjet -- The antero-posterior relationship 
of the incisal edge. ot the maxillary incisors to the 
mandibular incisors. 
9. Mandibular anterior disorepancy -- The arch length 
discrepancy from mesial ot right canine to mesial of 
opposite canine. 
10. Curve of Spee -- The degree to which the mandIbular 
occlusal plane varies from a flat plane. 
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D. Determination of the linear and visual relationships: 
ing: 
The instruments used in the cast analysis were the follow-
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
$. 
Boley gauge calibrated to 0.1 millimeter 
Clear plastic protraotor 
CelluloId aroh symmetry grid 
Steel millimeter ruler oalibrated to 0.$ millimeter 
Sharp pencil 
The parallel beaks of the Boley gauge were reduced to 
sharp pOints. This was achieved by reducing their external 
surfaces only. Holes were drilled along the center line of the 
arch symmetry grid so that it oould be used in palatal depth 
determination. 
The following is a description of the methods used to 
determine the measurements and relationships. All linear 
measurements were made to 0.$ millimeter. 
1. Intermolar width -- The sharpened beak. of the Boley 
gauge were placed in the central pits ot opposite 
molars. The measurement was taken directly from the 
gauge and recorded. In those teeth .oere the 
ocolusal surfaces had been restored the beaks were 
placed in the center of the occlusal surfaces oppo-
site the lingual grooves in mandibular molars and 
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buccal grooves in maxillary molars. 
2. Inter-premolar width -- In the maxillary arch the 
beaks of the Boley gauge were placed in the center of 
the central groove of opposite premolars. In the 
mandibular arch beaks .ere placed from the buccal cusp 
tip to the opposite cusp tip. The distance was noted 
and recorded. 
). Intercanine width -- The beaks of the Boley gauge 
.ere placed on the cusp tips of opposite canines. In 
those cases where cusp tips had been worn due to 
attrition, the center of the flattened area was taken 
as the measuring point. 
4. Arch lengtb -- One beak of the Boley gauge was placed 
in the central pit of tne molar, the other was plaoed 
at the incisal proximal contact of the central incl-
sors. Both sides of the arch were measured and 
added together for total aroh length. If a dlastema 
or broken oontaot was present between the inoisors 
the beak point was positioned midway mesially-
dlstally and buocally-lingually. 
5. Palatal depth -- The arch symmetry grid was plaoed on 
the occlusal surfaces of the premolar and first molar 
teeth. A stralght plece of 0.45 wire was dropped 
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througQ one of the midline grid holes until it hit 
the deepest portion of the hard palate. The grid was 
removed while ke.ping the steel pin stationary. The 
length of the pin from the bottom surface of the grid 
was measured with a metric ruler and recorded. 
6. Overbite -- Casts .ere placed in occlusion and viewed 
from the front so that the occlusal plane was level 
with the investigator's eyes. The vertical overlap 
of the maxillary central incisors was marked with the 
tip of a sharp pencil on the labial surface. of the 
mandibular inoisors. The distance from the mark to 
the inoisal edges of the teeth was measured and re-
oorded. 
7. Overjet -- With oasts in occlusion, the distance from 
the labial surface of the mandibular incisors to the 
lingual-incisal edge of the maxillary central incisors 
was measured and reoorded. If one maxillary central 
was ahead of the other the overjet of both was 
measured, added, and an average taken. Attritional 
wear of maxillary incisors waa not considered since 
only a few casta revealed any. 
8. Mandibular disorepancy -- The Boley gauge was used to 
meaaure the amount of interproximal overlapping due 
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to rotated or displaced teeth from the mesial of one 
mandibular cuspid to tne mesial of the opposite. 
9. Curve of Spee -- The mandibular cast was held at eye 
level with the right side of the arch facing the 
investigator; tne symmetry grid was plaoed on the 
occlusal surfaces so as to make oontaot with the high-
est ousp of the first molar and the highest tooth in 
the anterior region of the arch. The millimeter 
ruler was then used to measure the distance from the 
tip of the tooth most inferior to the under surface 
of the grid. The same procedure was followed for the 
left side. Both sides were added together and the 
average determined. The average, not the total, was 
recorded. 
E. Statistical treatment of data: 
The primary purpose of this investigation was to compare 
or determine the variations and/or similarities between ortho-
dontically treated and normal dentitions. The population in-
clude fiftJ normal dentitions and twenty orthodontically 
treated dentitions. The orthodonticalll treated dentitions are 
divided into an extraction group, eleven in number, and a non-
extraction group of nine. 
All the data oollected from linear measurement of these 
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FINDIBGS 
The Itatistical anallail of the data obtained in this study 
is found in Tables I and II. Table I represents ~e ranges of 
the fifteen mealurements, the mean, standard deviation, and 
the 95~ confidence limits for the range of each value (mean x 
1.65 x standard deviation). Table II represents the comparison 
of normal and orthodontically treated dentitions using the 
Student "t" test. Both tn. t value and the degree of proba-
bility are listed in Table II. 
All casea selected for the normal population had a Clasa I 
(Angle) molar relationship bilaterally. Each aet ot casta was 
examined for exact interdigitation ot tBe meaial-buocal cusp ot 
the maxillary first molar witn the buccal groove of the man-
dibular firat molar. Binet.en of the caats showed ideal inter-
digitation on both right and left side. In nine of tBe caata 
one aide waa in ideal interdigitation, while the other had the 
maxillary molar slightll anterior. In four of tne ca.8. tn. 
meaio-buccal cusp. of both maxillary molars were slightly 
anterior to the buccal groove at the mandibular molars. In 
thirteen casea there waa an ideal interdigitation on one 81de, 
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while the maxillary molar was slIghtly posterIor to the buccal 
groove of tne mandibular molar on the opposite side. In two 
casea the maxillary molars on both sides were slightly poste-
rior. In three case a the maxillary molar on one aide was 
slightly posterior, and the maxillary molar on the opposite 
aide slightly anterior. 
The experimental range for this measurement waa 2.3 milli-
meters anterior, to 2.7 millimeters posterior (means o.~6 
millimeter anterior 0.985 millimeter posterior). These slight 
variations from "normal" Class I molar relationship were not of 
sufficient magnitude to disqualify a case from a clasaification 
of normal occlusion. In those case. ano.ing some variation in 
tne molar relationship, the premolars were in pertect inter-
digitation, indicating that meaial drift of the buccal segments 
was not the cause of the molar deviation. 
Bach case was examined in centric occlusion to determine 
the relation of tne maxillary oanine to the embrasure between 
the mandibular first premolar and o~1ne.. In thirteen ca.e. 
the tip of both maxillary canine ousps was correotly related 
to the mandibular embrasure between the first premolar and 
canine. In twelve ot the subjects the relationship on one side 
was ideal while the cusp tip was slightly anterior to the 
embrasure on the other. Twenty-one cases had the OUsp tips 
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anterior to their reapeotive embrasure on both sides of the 
arch. In three oases the maxillary ousp tip waa posterior to 
the mandibular embrasure on one side, and had ideal inter-
cuapation on the other side. Both maxillary canines .ere distal 
to the mandibular embr~surea in one oase. Two casea had the 
maxillary canine on the left side meaial to the mandibular 
embrasure and the maxillary canine on the· right aide diatal to 
the mandibular embrasure. 
In all cases where the maxillary canines were forward, the 
premolar occlusal relationship was normal, indicating that 
mesial drift of the maxillary buccal units did not cause the 
forward position of the oanines. Ten of the oases had one or 
both molars forward; but even in these oases tne premolar 
ooclusion was quite normal. This fact also points out that 
mesial drift of the maxillary bucoal segments waa not the cause 
of the me8ial positioning of the molara and canines. These 
ocolusal adjustments oan be explained by tooth size differ-
entiala. 
TABLE I 
STATISTICAL EVALUATIOB 
DIFFERElfCES BETWEEli CASTS OF lfORMAL 
ill oR!lIof)oITICAD':f IJ'REIflD imR!!T!miS 
95~ COllFIDEHCE 
LIMI'lS 
MEASURDD'l'S EXP. RAJlGE IlEAll S.D. HIGH LOW 
- - -
Max. Arch a} 85.1 to 68.8 78·43 4..08 85.15 ll.70 Length b} 80.5 to 62.0 70.91 4.54- 78.40 3.4,2 
c) 81.0 to 72.0 76.22 3·04 81.23 71.21 
Jland. Arch l5.3 to 61.7 69.56 3.35 l5.09 ~.&! Length 2.5 to 56.0 59.27 2.20 3.~0 ~:62 12.0 to 62.0 67.22 2.79 71. 2 
Max. Inter- 39.5 to 30.2 ~:~l 2.~ 38•6l 31 • 2l Canine Width 39.0 to 30.5 f:~l 38.8 30.8 31.0 to 32.0 34.66 37.60 32.12 
Jland. Inter- 36.5 to 21.9 26.J.4. 2.48 30.25 22.05 
Canine Width 26.0 to 23.0 2.5.22 1.31 21.38 23.06 
28.5 to 23 • .5 25.72 1.56 28.29 23.50 
Max. Pil"at 46.8 to 31.0 42·50 2.24- 46.20 38.80 
Inter-premolar 
38.0 to .34..0 36.22 38.00 Width 1.51 33.00 
a) lIormal 
b) Extraction 
I\) 
c) Bon-extraction Q:I 
TABLE I (COIl'T) 
STATISTICAL EVALUATIOB 
DIFFERDCES BE'.nIEEI CASTS OF BORMAL 
AJd5 ORTHm5m;'!CAm !Dl!IrS nn!!!!mls 
95% COllFIDElfCE 
LIMITS MEASUREMEBTS EXP. IWIGE JI1Wi S.D. BIGH LOW 
- -Kax. Second a) .53.2 to 42.0 48.21 2.82 ~.86 43.56 Inter-premolar b) 43.0 to 33.0 ,7.36 2.86 .08 )2.r>4 Width c) 45.0 to 33.5 0.77 3.23 46.10 35.44-
Kand. First 
Inter-premolar 
38.5 to 29.2 34.19 2.30 37.98 30.40 
Width 37.0 to )2.0 J4..44- 1.59 36.99 32.00 
.and. Second ~.5 to 34.2 40.19 2.58 44·45 35.93 Inter-premolar '-4..5 to 33.0 )4.95 1.$4 37.49 32.41 Width .5 to 38.0 40.33 1.87 43.41 37.25 
Max. First .$4.0 to 41.4 47.~ 3.56 ,3.51 41.77 Intermolar 52.0 to 39.0 w..·i 3.25 9.72 i!l:..00 Width 50.0 to 44.0 47. 1 2.02 50.94- .28 
Max. Second 60.4 to 46.8 49.59 2.26 53.32 45.86 !ntemolar 62.0 to 46.0 52.27 3.82 58.~ 45.97 Width 57.0 to 50.0 53.72 2·24 57. 50.02 
a) Normal 
b) Extraction N 
c) lion-extraction ...0 
TABLE I (COB'T) 
STATISTICAL EVALUATION 
DIFPEBENCES BETWEEN CASTS OF NORMAL 
ID oRTuimOl!:fcAtlIY TRBAftfS fSElTI!:f5iS 
95~ CONFIDENCE 
LIMITS 
IlEASUREMDTS EXP. RAlIGE MEAN S.D. HIGH LOW 
- - -
Mand. Firat a) 46.5 to 35.4- 41.96 2.64- 46.32 37.60 
Intermolar b} 41.5 to 35.0 ~.09 2.12 41.58 34.60 Width c) 46.0 to 38.5 .61 2.05 45.99 39.23 
Mand. Second ~3. 7 to 42.0 ttg:~ 2.98 53.06 43.22 Intermolar 8.5 to 41.0 1.96 48.87 ~.41 
Width 51.5 to 4,6.0 48.05 2.03 51.40 44.70 
Falatal ~.o to 12.0 19.92 2.35 ~.80 16.04 Depth .0 to 18.0 21.27 1.89 .39 18.15 
22.5 to 16.5 20.05 1.94- 23.25 16.85 
Incisor 3.5 to 0 1.51 1.00 3.16 -O.~ Overjet 3.0 to 0 1.50 O.7~ 2.12 -0.2 3.0 to 0 1.17 1.·0 2.95 -0.61 
Incisor 5.0 to 0 2.~ 1.20 4.95 0.99 Overbite 6.0 to 1.0 3. 1.~0 5.95 1.~3 6.0 to 0.5 3.1 1. 3 5.85 o. 1 
a) Normal 
b) Extraction 
w c) Bon-extraction 0 
IlEASUREMEBTS 
Curve of Spee a) 
b) 
c) 
Anterior 
Discrepancy 
TABLE I (COBfT) 
STATISTICAL EVALUATION 
DIFFEREJ(CES BEftEEI CASTS OF NORMAL 
AND ORTHODONTICALLy fREl11b bENTITIOis 
95~ COllFIDENCE 
LIMITS 
EXP. RAlfGE MEAN S.D. HIGH LOW 
- - - -
2.5 to 0 0.83 0.58 1.79 -0.07 
1.5 to 0 0.77 0.33 1.31 -0.23 1.0 to 0 0.42 0.37 1.03 -0.19 
5.0 to 0 2.17 0.90 3.65 0.69 
,.0 to 0.5 1.43 0.91 2.93 -0.07 
.5 to 0 2.00 1.35 4.22 -0.22 
a) Normal 
b) Extraction 
c) Bon-extraction 
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TABLE II 
STATISTICAL EVALUATION 
CRITICAL VALUES OF t COMPARI§ol OF CISTS OF IORMA, 
VS, ORTBobORTlcALty TRBATB5 DEi'!'! IOKS 
IlEASUREIIEHT 
Max. Arch 
Length 
Mand. Arch 
Length 
Max. Inter-
Canine Width 
Mand. Inter-
Canine W1dth 
Max. First 
Inter-premolar 
Width 
lIax. Second 
Inter-premolar 
Width 
Mand. Firat 
Inter-premolar 
Width 
Mand. Second 
Inter-premolar 
W1dth 
Max. Firat 
Intermolar 
Width 
a) 
b) 
t VALUE 
1.0$ 
0.312 
1.91 
0.21 
0.031 
0.02$ 
0.6$9 
0.$19 
0.980 
9.090 
0.129 
4·92 
0.030 
0 • .343 
0.1.36 
PROBABILITY 
P < 0.001 
P > 0.10 
0.0$ I.... P ::> 0.01 
P :7 0.10 
P > 0.10 
P '/ 0.10 
P '/ 0.10 
P :? 0.10 
P > 0.10 
P < 0.001 
P )- 0.10 
P > 0.10 
P < 0.001 
P > 0.10 
P ::> 0.10 
P ::> 0.10 
a) Extract10n 
b) Hon-extraction 
TABLE II (COlll'l) 
STAtISTICAL EVALUATION 
CRiTljAL VALUES Of t 
COMPARISQ OF CASTS ~ BOiKAL 
VS. oBia§DoifXCALLY TREA~ PENTIT~OBS 
MEASUREMENT t VALUE PROBABILITY 
Max. Second :~ 2.36 P < 0.01 Intermo1ar 3.75 P < 0.01 W1dth 
Palatal 0.580 P > 0.10 
Depth 0.180 P "» 0.10 
Ino1sor 0.000 P /> 0.10 
OVerjet 0.289 P /> 0.10 
Inc1sor 0.500 P ? 0.10 
Overb1te 0.120 P > 0.10 
Curve of Spee 0.015 P > 0.10 
0.060 P > 0.10 
Anter10r 0.861 P ? 0.10 
Di8crepano)" 0.l42 P "7 0.10 
a) Extract10n 
b) Bon-extraotion 
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSIOJf 
A. General oonsiderationa, 
Improvement and maintenanoe of 8stnetics, improved funo-
tion and stability of the treated malooclusion are the pri-
mary objeotives ot orthodontio treatment. The success or 
failure ot treatment depends on how satisfactorily these objec-
tives have been fulfilled. It therefore behooves every ortho-
dontist to atudy a sample ot treated case8 after retention to 
determine the stability of orthodontic treatment results. 
Furthermore, every orthodontist should not only scrutinize 
his treated case. out ot active treatment, but he should also 
compare his orthodontic re.ults with an appraisal of normal 
occlusion. Both groups in this investigation were young adults 
(nineteen years plus) which is significant in the sense that 
norm,al growth had terminated. 
B. "Acceptable normal" dentitions: 
Young adults with normal occlusion .ere selected as a 
standard for this investigation because of tne stability of 
their dental and cranial landmarks. Occlusal phenomena and 
bony structures are subject to changes incident to growth, which 
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may work to influence favorably or alter unfavorably the 
development of occlusion, until a person reacnes maturity. 
Bormal occlusion of the teeth in the young adult reflects the 
termination of a normal growth pattern and represents the cri-
ter10n which should be used in the evaluation of treated mal-
occlusion. 
The dentitions of tne 8ubjects used in this investigation 
conformed to requirements stated in the chapter on methods 
and materials. .ean values were computed for each measurement. 
A range for eaen measurement was established as a framework 
within which a value can vary and still remain an "acceptable 
normal" value. The significance of the established normal 
standards i8 d1scussed below. 
The tera "normal occlusion" implies the existence of a 
I 
molar relationship consistent with an anterior overjet of two 
or three m1llimeters, assuming there is good alignment of the 
teeth in both arches. It the relationship ot the maxillary 
and mandibular anterior teeth is to be 8sthetically and funo-
tionally correct, it tollows then that a Class I (Angle) molar 
relationship (neutrocclu81on) must obtain on both side8 ot the 
arch. 
The relation of the maxillary canine to the embrasure be-
tween the mandibular canine and first premolar was examined in 
each caS8. The canine interrelationship is dictated by 
neutrooolusion of the molars, tooth size disorepancy, and axial 
inclination of the canines in patients showing normal tooth 
alignment. Iyer and Desai (196)}, in their examination of 
casts of one hundred Indian males with normal ooolusion, showed 
that one-half of their subjeots had normal canine relationships 
and the other half end to end canine relation. They suggested 
that some discrepancy in size of the maxillary and mandibular 
teeth might acoount tor this relationship. 
The mesiodistal angulation of the maxillary oanine has a 
definite bearing on the mesiodistal position of the cusp tip 
of the tooth. Similar observations were made by Iyer and 
Desai (196) and Thomas (1966). Thomas demonstrated a wide 
range ot canine angulation (maxillary, 102.1°, to 69.9°; man-
dibular 110°, to 71°) in his study. Approximately one-halt of 
the cases studied presented "ideal" canine occlusion. The 
majority ot cases had maxillary canines slightly forward of 
the proper mandibular embrasure. 
In all casea, regardless of the slight variations in th8 
interdigitation of molars and canines, the premolar occlusion 
was found to be normal. That is, the maxillary second premolar 
interdigitated in the embrasure between the mandibular first 
molar and second premolar, and the maxillary first premolar 
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interdigitated in the embrasure between the mandibular second 
premolar and first premolar. In nearly every case, the bucoal 
ousps of the maxillary premolars approximated correctly in 
their respective mandibular embrasure. The premolar occlusion, 
therefore, was muoh le88 diverse than the occlusion of the 
molars and canine •• 
The mean tigure for incisor overbite in the normal pop-
ulation wa. 2.97mm! 1.2Omm. The mean figure for overbite in 
this study would be larger than one would find in a population 
of children with normal ocolusion. The mature denture tends 
to become le8s procumbent as the individual approacnes adult-
hood. The crowns of the maxillary and mandibular incisors tip 
lingually and tne amount of overbite tends to increase with 
age. Althougn 1ncisal attrition tends to oftset the increase 
in overbite, adults generally have a greater measured anterior 
overbite than children with normal occlusion. 
The mean value for incisor overjet in thi. study was 
1.5lmm ~ 1.OOmm. A minimal amount of overjet can be observed 
cl10ically when the can10es are in a Class I relationship and 
all the anterior teeth in both arches are in tight contact. 
Several arrangement8 of the anterior teeth can prevent the 
attainment of a good overjet condition even though the canines 
are 1n a Cla88 I relationship. These are: (1) tooth ma8S 
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dlscrepanc1 between maxl11ary and mandlbular anterior teeth; 
(2) broken contact pOinta due to crowding in the mandibular 
anterior teeth; (3) spaclng of the maxillar1 anterior teeth; 
(4) combination of above. 
Mandlbular anterlor arch length discrepancy was found to 
exist in nearly all the subjects of thi. group. Forty-seven of 
the flfty candidates had some broken oontaot pOints between the 
mandibular anterlor teeth. The mean value for mandlbular arch 
length dlsorepanc1 waa 2.l7mm ~ O.9Omm. »ormal physiologio 
meslal drift ot the teeth is known to occur in nearly all human 
dentures. The aftect of this phenomenon frequently manifests 
itself in crowding of the anterior teeth in man in modern 
oulture. Crowding due to physiologic mesial drift is not seen 
in primitive oultures because their food is more abrasive, and 
causes interproximal wear of the teeth. Diet of modern man 
consiats almost entirely of soft foods, and theretore, inter-
proximal wear rarely occurs in his denture. As a person be-
comes older, the mandibular anterior teeth become less pro-
cumbent. The crowns ot the anterior teeth tend to tip lingually 
and the roots labially. Crowding of the adult denture trequent-
ly occurs in this region because of the absence of interprox-
imal abrasion. 
The width across the arch in the canine, premolar and molar 
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regions seem to be of little d1agnostl0 value. 
C. Orthodontloally treated dentlt1ons: 
Orthodontists studying the1r treated malooclus1ons flve or 
more years after treatment are oognizant of changes that do 
ocour. The beginn1ng orthodontist and even the orthodontio 
student soon discovers that post-treatment ohanges are inevi-
table and that permanent stability is unattainable. The alter-
1ng of the spatial arrangement of the teeth in malooolus1on 
into an env1ronment whioh the orthodontist w111 control for an 
extended period of time, to his dismay, does not effeot a result 
of last1ng qua11ty and stability. 
Measurements of both groups were made 1n the antero-
posterior, medio-lateral and vertical planes. The aotual 
dimensions of eaoh measurement was determined and reoorded 
(Appendix I and II). The data was treated statistioally and 
is listed in Table I and II. 
D. Discussion of findings - extraction cases: 
The mean value for incisor overbite in the extraction 
group of orthodontically treated dentition. was 3.64mm ~ l.4Omm 
versus 2.97mm ~ 1.20mm in the normal dentit1ons. Litowitz 
(1948), Walter (1953), Goldstein (1953), Pringle (1955), and 
stackler (1961) found the overbite of non-extraot1on and ex-
traction oases to increase in varying degree.. The greater 
degree of incisor overbite in the extraction cases may be the 
result of relapse in the vertical plane and/or dirterential 
growth in the dento-facial complex. The return of overbite 
after cassation of machano-therapy and removal of retainers has 
plagued orthodontists for decades. Cognizance of the signifi-
cance of anterior and poaterior vertioal dimension is ot 
necessity if an orthodontist is to treat his casea to an accept-
able Incisor overbite relationship. 
The mean value for Incisor overjet 1n th1s group waa 
1.,$Omm :!: O.84mm versus 1.,$lllUll ~ 1.OOmm.. Although Dona (195,$) 
observed that overjet haa a allght tendency to return to the 
or1g1nal dimenslon, the latter values demonstrate no signifi-
cant difference between the groups in this relation. 
Mandibular anterior arch length discrepancy was found to 
exist in all the subjeots of this group. Strang (1943) oon-
eluded that the most vulnerable segment of the dentures are the 
mandlbular canine and Incisor areas. Pringle (1955) made note 
of crowding and broken contacta in the mandlbular incisor 
regions. Strang (1958) observed what he had in 1943J that in 
many cases subsequent to the removal of retaining devices, the 
mandibular inclsors began to rotate and overlap. Salzmann 
(1951) found many cases of mandibular incisor collapse in the 
post-treatment observation of extraction cases. The magnitude 
of the discrepancy was smaller (1.43mm ~ 0.9lmm versus 2.l7mm 
~ 0.9Omm) than the value ascertained in the normal dentitions. 
The lesser degree of discrepancy may be accounted for by the in-
crease of available anterior arch length by distal driving man-
dibular canines. Reduct10n of the interprox1mal surface. 
(stripp1ng) of the mand1bular anterior teeth may also account 
for the minor difterences between the two groups. 
Both the inter-premolar and intermolar distancea decrease 
in extraction cases. The latter can be accounted for by the 
anterior movement of teeth into an area ot lesser medio-lateral 
dimension. The following differences between the extraction 
cases and normal dentitions were notedz 
1. Maxillary second inter-premolar - 37.36mm ~ 2.86mm 
versus 48.21mm ~ 2.82mm 
2. Mandibular second inter-premolar - ~.95mm + l.~ 
versus 40.19mm ~ 2.58mm 
3. Max1l1ary first intermolar - 44.)6mm ~ 3.25mm 
versus 47.64mm ~ 3.56mm 
4. Mandibular first tntermolar - )8.09mm ~ 2.12mm 
versus 4l.96mm + 2.~ 
Pfluger (1959) anallzed only the mandibular casts of non-
extraction and extraction cases and found a decrease in inter-
molar width. Riedel (1960) found molar width increase was not 
maintained in extraction cases but was in non-ext~action. 
Pringle (1955) and Dona (1955) found that intermolar w1dth gen-
erally returned to original dimensions in both extraction and 
non-8xt~action caS8S. Bubtelny and Sakuda (1966), in examin-
ing the casts of non-extraction and extraction cases several 
years out of retention found that half of the non-extraction 
cases and all the extraotion cases revealed a decrease in 
molar expansion. 
As anticipated the maxillary and mandibular arch length 
decreased respeotively; maxillary (10.91mm ~ 4.54mm versus 
78.43mm ! 4.08mm) and mandibular (57.27mm ~ 2.2Omm versus 
69.56mm ! J.J5mm). 
The success of the reduction of the Ourve of Spee is 
evident by the values ( 0.7Jmm ~ 0.48mm) tor the orthodontically 
treated versus (o.8)mm ! O.58mm) for the acceptable normal. 
The remaining linear measurements in Table I and II demonstrate 
no significant difference in oontrast to the normal group. 
E. Discussion of findings - non-extraction casesa 
In this investigation the non-extraction oases were in 
closer proximity to the norms of the "acceptable normal" than 
the extraction cases. This seems logical to the investigator 
since malocclusions are treated on this basis usualll when 
apical base is sufficient, potential growth is favorable, 
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skeletal and dental relationships are reasonably good and onets 
own estnetio values are attainable. Of oourse. minor deviations 
from this general oriteria do ooour whioh plaoe a oase on the 
borderline between extraotion and non-extraotion. The know-
ledge and experienoe of tne orthodontist determines whioh path 
shall be followed. 
The mean value for inoisor overbite in the non-extraction 
group of orthodontioally treated dentitions was 3.16mm ! 1.63mm 
versus 2.97mm ~ 1.2Omm in the normal and 3.~m ~ 1.4Omm in the 
extraction group. The differenoe may be aocounted for by the 
greater degree of stabIlity in dentitIons treated on a non-
extraction basis. 
The mean value for inoisor overjet in the non-extraotion 
group 1s 1.17mm ~ 1.08mm versus 1.51mm ! 1.OOmm in the normal 
and 1.5Omm ~ O.74mm in the extraction group. 
Mand1bular anterior aroh length d1screpancy was found to 
exIst in all groups. The mean value for anter10r d1sorepancy 
in the non-extraotion group was 2.00mm ~ 1.35mm versus 2.17mm 
~O.9Omm in the normal and 1.43mm ~ O.9lmm in the extraction 
group. The non-extraotion group represents less anterior arch 
length discrepancy than normal. but 1t demonstrates more than 
that found in the extraction group. The latter was SUbstanti-
ated by the facts that; oanine expansion was greater 1n the 
extraction cases with the canines generally being moved 
distally into a wider part of the arch, and a concomitant in-
orease in anterior aroh length. Although the anterior disorep-
anoy is originally less in non-extraotion cases, the forward 
relationship of the mandibular inoisors to apical base at the 
, 
end of treatment oould be responsible for the return of the 
discrepanoy. This is a logical explanation for those who had 
no pre-treatment discrepanoy but develop one in the post-treat-
ment period. 
The final significant finding worth discussion is the 
dimension of the maxillary seoond intermolar width. The mean 
value for the maxillary second intermolar distance was 
53.12mm ~ 2.24mm versus 49.59mm ~ 2.26mm in the normal and 
52.21mm ± 3.82mm in the extraction group. Both orthodontioally 
treated groups represent greater maxillary second intermolar 
width than the normal group. The latter was the probable 
result of distal movement of the maxillary first molars during 
mechano-therapy. It has been demonstrated that this type of 
foroe application has a tendenoy to displace maxillary second 
molars laterally in a buccal direction. 
This investigator feels that this study has demonstrated 
that orthodontically treated dentitions, five or more years out 
of treatment, compare favorably with "acceptable normal" 
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dentitions. Although the orthodontist treats the dentition 
to a good occlusion in most situations, he is confronted with 
the forcea of occlusion, mechanical, and biological phenomena 
which result in changes of tooth position. Therefore, the 
ideal relationships of teeth to teeth, teeth to alveolar 
process, alveolar process to apical base, and apical base to 
cranial osteologJ are seldom if ever all attained through 
orthodontic treatment, thus changes in tooth position become 
inescapable. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
This was an investigation to determine how orthodontioally 
treated dentitions five or more years out of aotive treatment 
oompare with the "aooeptable normal" dentition. 
Fifty oast reoords of normal Cauoasian male dentitions and 
twenty casts of orthodontioally treated Caucasian male denti-
tions were measured. The mean age of the normal subjeots was 
twenty-five years, six months. The orthodontio group was 
divided into an extraction group, eleven in number, and a non-
extraotion group of nine. All of the orthodontic subjects were 
nineteen or more years old and five or more years out of treat-
ment. 
Fifteen linear measurements were made on the casts of the 
two groups to aoquire an understanding of the difterences and 
similarities of normal and orthodontically treated dentitions. 
The statistioal analysis of the data obtained in this study 
represents the ranges of fifteen measurements, the mean, 
standard deviation, and 95~ confidenoe limits for the range ot 
eaoh value. The Student "tit test was used in oomparison of 
46 
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the normal and orthodontically treated dentitions. Both the 
t value and degree of probability were determined. The statis-
tical results in the orthodontically treated group were divided 
into an extraction and non-extraction group so a more signifi-
cant comparison could be made. 
Conclusions 
The following may be concluded from this study: 
1. Variations from normal occlusion occur in all human 
dentures. A description of normal occlusion can 
serve only as a guide for comparison with "individual 
normal" occlusion. 
2. There is a wide range of variation for each measure-
ment in both "acceptable normal" and orthodontically 
treated occlusions. 
3. Crowding of all mandibular anterior teetn occurs in 
nearly all adults both normal and orthodontically 
treated dentitions in the sample studied. A small 
amount of anterior arch length discrepancy should be 
considered normal in adults. 
4. Overbite and overjet values of the orthodontically 
treated dentitions were within the normal range. 
5. Intermolar and inter-premolar distances were signifi-
cantly less in the extraction group of the 
orthodontically treated dentitions. 
6. Maxillary and mandibular arch length were signifi-
cantly le88 in the extraction group of the ortho-
dontically treated dentitions. 
7. Morphologically, orthodontically treated dentitions 
compare favorably with "acceptable normal" denti-
tions. 
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APPENDIX I 
LlIEAR JlEASURE1IEftS 
BOlUlAL MAX. ARCH MAJID. ARCH MAX. IBTER- IWID. IHTER- MAX. FIRST 
tEiGTii LEBam CANINE WIDTH CAIIIE WIDm II'l'ER-PREMOLAR 
SUBJECT WIDTH 
1 1.3.2mm 66.Omm ~.Omm 25.2_ 4.3.2mm 2 18 • .3 61·l • .3 2S.~ 41.0 
.3 82.5 10 • .3 .0 26. 41.3 4- 18.8 69.6 ~.2 2l·5 4.3.2 ~ 82.5 14-.0 .0 2 .5 42.5 83.5 lO.O 31.0 26.5 43.5 1 15.0 8.6 35.0 26.1 43.5 8 85.1 l5. 0 35.0 25.5 43.0 9 19.6 8.6 .33.5 21.0 41.0 10 75.5 66.5 32.0 24,.6 40.8 11 19.6 68.1 36.3 25.5 ~.8 12 81.0 72.6 36.5 30.3 4·8 
M 78.0 69.0 34.3 23.5 39.5 78.0 65.5 32.5 23.5 41.0 15 82.0 7),.2 33.8 29.0 40.0 16 11.0 .5 35.0 25.4- ~.7 11 80.3 70., 35.8 27.0 .0 18 11.8 70. ~.8 2l·o. 42.1 19 19.7 10.0 .1 2 .1 4~.2 20 80.4- 11.3 39.5 30 .. 0 4. .5 21 75.9 68.9 32.8 24,., 41.5 22 16.0 68.7 34.0 ~. 41.2 ~ 71.9 lO:l ~.5 .3 41.1 12.5 i~.9 .5 25.0 43.2 \n 25 84.9 3 .~ 28.2 42.8 I\) 
APPDDIX I (COII'T) 
LDlEAR IlEASUREMEIITS 
lfORllAL MAX. ARCH lIAllD. ARCH flAX. • IH'l'ER- MAXI> • Ilf'fER- lUX. FIRST t'RRaTH tEi'd!1i rlDIRE I!M'H CD:BII! lIm tl!Jm -PfiaOLAR 
SUBJECT WIMn 
26 78.8_ l3.7ma 38·rm 28.8mm 46.Omm 27 fl:l' 8.5 36. 27.0 43.3 28 68.8 33.2 24.6 41.7 29 72.6 7,.2 33.3 23.3 40.5 30 82.3 7 .9 34.0 25.2 
"6.0 31 79.7 lO.3 39.5 29.8 q. ·t 32 74.3 5.1 33.8 24.6 40. 33 75.8 67.3 33.3 22.5 40.8 34- 88.8 75.3 39.2 28.8 44·4 5~ 83·t 73.8 35.6 36.5 45.0 82. l3.5 35.5 26.3 43.5 37 76.9 8.3 38.0 2l·3 44·8 38 77.5 68.9 33.2 2 .5 39.5 
,6 72.3 65.3 31.2 21.~ 39.0 82.0 l4.3 35.6 23. 43.0 41 75'.7 1.7 35.0 23., 43.7 42 72.3 ll.0 32.~ 25. 3l· 8 ~ 78.9 8.1 37. 27.5 4. .3 72.9 68.0 32.5 27.2 ,8.5 74·5 65.6 32.8 25.0 1.5 46 77.9 67.0 35·4 25.2 ~.O 
ttA 
87.7 l5. 2 38.7 28., 4. .0 76.2 7.2 35.8 26. ~.o 49 l .2 67.2 33.5 22.0 3 .5 V1. 50 8.8 64..4 30.2 22.7 37.0 ~ 
APPENDIX I (COB'T) 
LIJiBAR MEASUREJIEN'l'S 
BORMAL MAX. SECOND IlAND. FIRST )lAND. SECOliD MAX. FIRST 
DTER-PftEilOLAR nr.rD-PREXOLAR IfiER-l'REJI<5tAR tl!DIOLAR 
SUBJECT 1M! iIMB liM IrD'H 
1 4.8.Oaa J4..5Da 39._ 45.2-2 46.8 35-5 42.0 48.0 
~ 53.2 35.6 42.7 51.0 48.1 37.5 41.5 41.3 ~ 4l·8 34.5 39.1 48.5 fr9:~ 35.5 41.7 44,.2 7 37.0 42·5 51.3. 8 ~1.5 35.0 4,2.6 52.3 9 8.0 35.0 4?8 47.3 10 47.0 33.0 38.8 41.5 
11 48.5 .34.6 u.., 47.7 12 ~.8 37.0 44. to•7 
i1! .0 31.5 37.4- 3.3 49.0 31.5 38.7 ~0.5 15 45.5 32.5 3l·7 6.2 16 45.5 30.3 3 .9 46.5 
17 46.5 33.0 39.2 ~g:l 18 49.5 32.4- ~9.5 19 50., 35.0 ~.3 50.5 20 37.0 .5 ~.O 21 ~:3 33.2 3 .8 4. .0 
22 48.2 .32.5 39.0 48.0 
~ 49.4 33.7 41.0 4-7.3 49.1 ~:~ 39.4- 47-i 25 43.9 34.5 47. 
APPENDIX I (OOJI'1') 
LIlXAR MEASURBMElffS 
NORMAL MAX. SECORD MAliD. FIRST MAND. SEOOBD MAX. FIRST 
IHD"PRElfl5LAR :mlfa-PREV<:SLAB tftD-PRElm:AR !1!DIC5tAft 
SUBJECT lIMit 11M tIDTH WIDTH 
26 ~2.4r- 37.Jmm 43.6mm ~2.0mm ~A Z·7 35.2 39.8 5.4-4. .9 35.1 .39.6 4.8.4-
29 46.2 32.8 4.0.0 4.3.0 
30 48.0 33.3 37.3 47.0 
31 51.2 37.0 41.8 50.8 
32 46.4· 31.0 36., 47.5 
~ 47.5 32.6 39. 49.6 49.0 35.0 40.0 47.5 
5~ 51.5 36.3 43.8 52.0 50.7 35.0 40.6 50.6 
37 50.9 36.8 41.~ 4l·3 38 46.2 30.0 H:2 4. .8 ,6 44.5 29.2 45.6 ~O.O 33.7 48.6 4.1 8.9 30.8 35.7 ~1.2 ~ 43.5 38.5 43.5 3.0 51.2 36.9 41.8 49.2 ~ tt6:~ 35·7 42.7 46.0 )4..3 ,8.0 4 .~ 50.9 35.5 1.8 50. 
ttA 
51.9 3~.6 41.9 50.3 51.7 3 .3 43.0 ,1.0 
49 44·0 29.9 35.3 5.5 \J1. 50 42.0 29.4 34.2 41.4 \J1. 
APPEJDIX I (COB''!') 
LDlEAR JlEASURElIEJfTS 
SORMAL MAX. SECOlfD IWlD. FIRST JWiD. SECOND PALATAL MElUt<5fD !lfEHI6tAR !1'l'ERlIOLAI tmPl'R 
SUBJECT ImH WIDTH I!MH 
1 49-r- ,9.5mra 42.8- 1A·Omm 2 52. .3 • .3 q.9.9 1 .0 
.3 56 • .3 44.0 q.9.0 18.0 ~ 52.8 U.8 q.7.5 22..5 54.5 42.5 q.8.0 2.3.0 6 .52 • .3 ,7.7 q.5.5 21.0 7 5.0 5.3.7 20.0 8 57 • .3 q.5.0 51.0 20.0 
9 55.0 q.3 • .3 ,0.0 23.0 10 50.7 41.7 6.4 20.5 11 S:g q.l.~ q.7.7 21.0 12. 44. 51.5 20.0 
M 7.0 37.5 41.8 18.0 55.9 44·0 ~1.0 15.5 15 3A·8 .3.7 23.0 16 56.5 , .5 q.l·O 20.0 i~ 52.0 0.7 4. .7 22.0 55.0 ~:~ 47.8 21.$ 19 55.7 51.0 20.0 20 46.2 ~2.7 22.0 21 ~.5 41.2 9.0 22.0 22 5 .3 42.0 gO . .3 18.0 ~ 51.5 40.8 8.7 20.0 50.2 40·Z 44.~ 18.0 \rl 25 $2.7 40. 47. 21.0 0' 
APPDDIX I (COJf''f) 
LIBEA.R MEAStJREDITS 
BODAL MAX. $ECOID JlAND. FIRST IWfD. SECOND PALATAL 
DfERlIOLAR Ii TkHiotAR m'IHI~tI§ DEPTH 
SUBJECT lIM IIDTH 11MB 
26 57.5mm 46.4- ~1. 3mm 23.5mm 27 55.7 ,S.O 7.5 23.0 28 51.5 1.3 49.3 25.0 
29 50.0 ,8.S ~:~ 19.0 30 5ij..~ 0.6 19.0 31 55. 43.5 4-8.5 16.0 32 ~.O ~9.6 46.0 1 .0 ~ .3 3·l ~g:l 23.0 40• 20.0 5~ 56.4 46.2 52.4 21.0 56.1 44..3 ,1.2 20.5 37 ~.S U.S 6·~ 20.0 38 .6 40.5 
tt6:4 
22.5 
,6 52.3 39.7 21.0 $4.7 41.4 47.3 20.0 41 60.4 39.0 44.2 22.0 r 4s.5 43.0 47.3 13.0 &.6 ~.S 48.7 20.0 H 4 .~ 4 .0 ~S.o 12.0 52. 4O·A 6.~ 23.5 56.2 ~. 49. 21.0 
ttA 
51.9 .0 4-9.5 21.0 
57.5 45.7 $1.7 21.0 
49 ~1.7 38.9 46.0 11.0 \J\ 50 6.8 35.4- 42.0 12.0 -.J 
APPENDIX I (COli'T) 
LDlEAR MEASUM!E!TS 
liORMAL mClBOR DlClSOR CURVE MAJID. AliT. !t7BJE~T (iVEAJft OVERBITE OF g:pu D!!~lmmcy 
1 2.Omm 1.Omm 1.Orma 1.5_ 
2 ).0 l·5 1.5 1.5 i ).0 .5 2.5 2.5 2.0 ).0 1.5 2.5 2.5 3.0 0.0 1.5 2.5 2.5 1.5 2.0 
A 0.5 ).0 1.0 2.0 1.0 3.0 0.5 2.0 
9 1.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 
10 1.0 3.0 0.5 2.0 
11 ).0 ).0 1.5 2.0 
12 0.5 1.5 0.5 1.5 
M ).5 4.0 0.5 ).0 2.0 4.0 0.5 0.5 
15 0.5 ).0 1.0 1.5 
16 0.5 ).0 0.5 4.0 
17 1.0 2.0 1.0 2.5 
18 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.5 
19 1.5 4.0 0.5 4.0 
20 1.5 2.0 0.5 2.0 
21 ).0 5.0 1.0 2.5 
22 ).0 2.0 0.5 5.0 
~ 0.5 3.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 ,.5 0.5 2.0 25 2.0 .0 1.5 ).0 \n 
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APPEIDIX I (COK'T) 
LIlfEAR JlEASUREMEBTS 
BORUL INCISOR lliCISOR CURVE MAND. AN'!'. 
S'fi!JECT OVERJEt 6vmtBf'1'E OF SPEE 15f~crmnl~Y 
26 0.0- 0.5mm 0.0- 2.Omm 
~A 1.0 ~.O 1.0 2.5 3.0 .0 1.5 3.5 
29 1.0 2.5 0.0 2.0 
30 2.0 4.0 0.0 1.5 
31 2.0 ,.0 0.5 1.0 32 2.0 .0 0.5 2.0 
3.3 0.5 .3.0 0.5 2.0 
34 0.5 3.0 0.0 0.0 
~g 2.5 4.0 0.5 1.5 0.5 ~.O 2.0 1.0 31 1.0 .0 1.0 1.0 
38 0.0 0.5 0.0 1.5 
,6 0.5· 4.0 0.5 1.5 1.0 4.0 0.5 3.5 
41 3.0 2.0 0.0 3.0 
~ 2.0 4.5 1.0 3.0 3.5 0.5 1.0 2.0 0.5 2.0 1.5 2.0 ttg 1.5 3.5 0.5 ,.0 1.5 3.0 2.0 .0 
tt~ 1.0 ,.0 1.0 3.0 2.0 .0 2.0 1.5 
49 1.0 4·0 1.0 2.0 
50 0.5 0.5 1.0 3.0 
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APPENDIX II 
LIIEAR MEASUREMEK~S 
ORTHODONTICALLY TREATED DEHTITIOHS 
EXTRACTION MAX. ARCH DBO. ARCH MAX. niTER- MABD. DlTER- MAX. FIRST 
I,ENGTH LENGTH CAHID WIDTH CABIKI wlm In'ER-PREMOLAB 
SUBJECT wlImI 
1 80.5mm 58.Omm 30.5- 26.0 2 14.0 61.0 36.0 26.0 ~ 13.0 60.0 3 .0 2 .0 l~:g 62.5 36.0 23.5 58.5 35.0 25.5 
b 62.0 56.0 32.0 26.0 
1 l2.0 61.5 31.0 26.5 8 1.0 59.0 31.0 24.5 
9 ll.0 62.0 35.0 23.0 10 8.5 5l·5 32.0 2~.5 11 10.0 5 .0 31.0 2 .0 
BOli-EX'l'BAC'1'IOB 
SUBJECT 
1 13.5 (4.5 35.0 24·0 36.0 2 12.0 61.0 32.5 25.0 K-O ~ 12.0 62.0 . 32.0 23.5 .0 81.0 10.0 36.0 26.0 3 .5 16.0 66.0 35.5 2 .0 38.5 b 18.0 6 .0 31.0 21.0 38.0 
A 16.0 61.5 33.5 ~.O ft·O 0' 18.0 61.0 ft·. 0 2 .5 3 .0 0 9 19.5 12.0 3 .5 28.5 38.0 
APPENDIX II (CaN'T) 
LIBEAR MEASUREMENTS 
ORTHODOHTICALLX TREATED DENTITIONS 
EXTRACTION MAX. SECOJiD IlABD. FIRST MAND. SECOND MAX. FIRST 
mn-PRElaw D!-!D-PREJlm:.AR !1!ER-PImIi5!:AR tR'1'ERMar.:Alt 
SUBJEOT wIDtH IIDfil WfDfil WIDTH 
1 43.0Da 36.Omm ~2.Omm 
2 40.0· 36.0 7.0 
~ 37.0 ~.o ij.4..0 37.0 .0 ~.o 38.0 ~.O .0 
b ~.o 3 .0 42·0 
A 
.0 38.5 47.0 
3Z·0 35.0 43.0 9 3 .0 33.0 43.0 10 34·0 33.0 ~.o 11 35.0 34.0 .0 
BOJJ-EX'l'BAC'l'IOlf 
SUBJECl' 
1 4,2.0 33.0 ~8.5 4Z· 0 2 40.0 32.0 0.0 . ijJ .5 
~ 39.0 34..5 ,a.o 44.0 40.5 34.5 0.0 47.0 45.0 37.0 ij4.5 50.0 
0 33.5 35.0 41.0 ~1.0 
7 4.0.0 33.5 39.0 6.0 0"-t-' 8 43.0 33.5 40.0 48.0 
9 44.0 37.0 42·0 49.0 
APPENDIX II (C01I'1') 
LlREAR lIEASUREMEBTS 
ORTHODOlf'l'ICALLY TREA.'fED DEB'l'I'fIOlfS 
EXTRAC'l'IOB MAX. SEC OBD 1WfD. FIRST IWID. SEC OJID PALATAL 
IftERJlotAk nrrEDotAR !1'!EtDii5tAR DEm 
SUBJECT wfDfll IrDtH IIDTH 
1 62.Omm 41.5- 48.5111Dl 22.Omm 
2 55.0 40.5 4.l· 0 19.0 ~ 52.0 38.0 4. .0 21.0 53.0 38.0 4.6.0 21.5 51.0 38.0 4.6.0 19.5 6 50.0 ~8.0 4.6.0 22.5 
A 54..0 
1.0 4.8.0 20.0 
51.0 38.0 4.5.0 18.0 
9 ~1.0 36 •. 0 44·0 22.5 10 6.0 35.0 41.0 24.0 
11 50.0 35.0 44.5 24.0 
.OI-EXTRACTI", 
SUBJECT 
1 50.0 33.0 ,8.5 20.5 
2 57.0 32.0 0.0 22.0 
~ 51.0 .34.5 ,8.0 22.0 52.5 ~.5 0.0 18.5 55.5 .0 51.0 21.0 6 54..0 44.0 41.0 18.0 
1 ~.o 42.0 49.0 16.5 0"-N 8 .0 42·0 48.0 22.5 
9 5 .5 45.0 51.5 20.0 
APPENDIX II (COli t'r ) 
LINEAR MEASUREMEBTS 
ORTRODOB'lICALLY TREATED DEI'lIT1ORS 
EXTBACT10Il 11IC1S08 mC1SOR CURVE MAW. AlIT. 
lSVD.nsT ovERD!1E m:r !:PXE n!~~Im!PIm 
SUBJECT 
1 1.Omm 2.Omm O.Omm 0.5mm 
2 2.0 "...0 1.0 0.5 
~ 1.5 4·5 1.5 0.5 2.0 4·0 1.0 3.0 1.0 3.5 0.5 1.0 6 1.5 1.0 1.0 2.0 
7 1.0 3.0 0.0 1.0 
8 1.5 5.5 1.0 1.5 
9 0.0 2.5 0.5 2.0 
10 3.0 6.0 1.0 2.0 
11 2.0 4.0 1.0 2.0 
IOJl-EXTRACT1OB 
SUBJECT 
1 2.0 5.0 0.5 2.0 
2 0.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 
~ 0.0 2.5 1.0 4.5 0.0 2.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 6.0 0.5 2.0 6 1.5 4.5 0.5 1.5 0' 
7 2.5 3.5 1.0 4.0 VJ 
8 0.5 2.0 0.0 2.0 
9 3.0 2.5 0.0 0.0 
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